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Abstract 
XDense is a proposed wired mesh grid sensor network system tailored for scenarios that benefit from thousands 
of sensors per square meter. XDense has scalable network topology and protocols, customizable to application 
specifics, that enables complex feature extraction in realtime from observed phenomena by exploiting 
communication and distributed processing capabilities of such network topologies.XDense has been designed 
with closed-loop CPS applications like active flow control of aircraft wing surfaces in mind. It uses a plug-n-play 
architecture that allows dimensioning of application specific networks. In this paper, we evaluate the performance 
of XDense in a fluid dynamic application scenario. With experiments on feature detection and realtime scenarios, 
we demonstrate the potential of the architecture and discuss practical implementation issues. 
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Abstract—XDense is a proposed wired mesh grid sensor
network system tailored for scenarios that benefit from thousands
of sensors per square meter. XDense has scalable network
topology and protocols, customizable to application specifics,
that enables complex feature extraction in realtime from ob-
served phenomena by exploiting communication and distributed
processing capabilities of such network topologies. XDense has
been designed with closed-loop CPS applications like active flow
control of aircraft wing surfaces in mind. It uses a plug-n-
play architecture that allows dimensioning of application specific
networks. In this paper, we evaluate the performance of XDense in
a fluid dynamic application scenario. With experiments on feature
detection and realtime scenarios, we demonstrate the potential of
the architecture and discuss practical implementation issues.
I. INTRODUCTION
The advent of microelectromechanical systems (MEMS)
has enabled new applications to be developed that rely on
dense deployments of sensors , with granularity as small as
few micrometers of sensor inter space and sampling rates up
to kilohertz. For deployments as dense as thousands of nodes
in a few square meters area, sensor network technology faces
scalability issues in many key aspects as such as cost, commu-
nication time, interconnectivity, processing time, power, and
reliability [1]. Processing all this data for feature extraction
becomes costly and extraction is difficult to achieve in real
time, hence prohibiting its use in real time applications like
closed-loop actuation.
There are many CPS applications of this phenomena that
require real-time data for actuation scenarios. For example,
flow control on aircrafts [2] and under-water vehicles [3].
There are many other application examples for such de-
ployments ranging from artificial skins for robotics [4], to
biomedical devices such as implantable prosthesis [5]. In this
paper we focus on fluid dynamic phenomena, which have tight
spatial and temporal sensing requirements [2].
XDense is proposed as a network architecture tailored
to address the challenges of such extremely dense sensor
deployments. It differs in some ways from traditional wireless
sensor network approaches: We use point-to-point (P2P) links,
which are not susceptible to concurrency or noise issues like
shared buses or wireless topologies are, and moreover allows
higher communication rates; We consider a far more denser
deployment scenario than traditional SNs (thousands of nodes
per square meter); Nodes may share power supply and the
impact of communication on power is negligible compared to
battery powered radio links;
XDense is inspired by Network-on-Chip (NoC) architec-
ture, and is composed of regular structures that form mesh
Fig. 1: Example fluid dynamic application scenario: air flow
over a wing surface exhibiting transition from laminar to
turbulent flow.
grids. Also has similarities in routing schemes, timing proper-
ties and distributed computing capabilities [6]. On the other
hand, the network is not on a single chip, but built on a
larger surface that is physically attached, specific to each
application scenario, and the node count is greater than that
for NoC applications; Also, the input data is generated at each
node by its sensor (which imposes different restrictions and
opportunities).
Our contribution: XDense enables efficient data extraction
of observed phenomena without the need of collecting the
data from each individual node centrally. Instead, it takes
advantage of its mesh grid topology to allow the user to
program the node’s data extraction algorithms with respect to
the application’s objectives.
We believe XDense differs from available SN architectures
since it was conceptualized and designed specifically to max-
imize opportunities on distributed processing for demanding
applications, keeping scalability and low system complexity
in mind. In a sense, XDense tries to build a SN that behaves
as if it is a distributed many-core computation platform, but
programmed targeting specific sensing applications. Note that,
the aim in this paper is to show off the capabilities of the
architecture itself and moving towards the realisation of a
testbed, and not demonstrate performance analysis of the
protocols (hence the protocols have been kept simple).
We first conceptualized XDense with some preliminary
simulation results in [7]. Lately in [8] we presented a hard-
ware prototype using COTS, and the results of some basic
experiments. Initial simulation results were also presented in
[9]. In this paper we use simulation to evaluate the benefits of
using simple feature detection and extraction algorithm in our
system, for reducing transmissions for faster response times.
Roadmap: In Section II we first discuss dense sensor
deployment scenarios for fluid dynamic applications. In Sec-
tion III, we review relevant related work. In Section IV,
we highlight the significant aspects of XDense architecture
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Fig. 2: Overview of XDense architecture (a) A 5×5 network with one sink in the center; (b) Node pinout: two channels per port
for transmitting and receiving data; (c) Node’s model architecture: a software layer, which is the application, and the hardware
layer, which includes the switch (Sw), the net-device (ND) and the sensor (S); (d) Function Modules (FMs) utilized in our
evaluation include System FMs for essential functions and Application FMs for application specific algorithms.
and protocols. In Section V, we evaluate the performance of
XDense. Section VI and VII comment on dimensioning issues
and outlines our conclusions and planned steps forward.
II. DENSE SENSOR DEPLOYMENTS FOR FLUID DYNAMIC
APPLICATIONS
An important objective in fluid mechanics is to characterize
airflows and identify the presence of turbulence, since it gov-
erns important properties of these flows such as their spreading,
mixing, and the way it interact with its surrounding [10].
Turbulence can be highly undesirable on aircrafts consider-
ing that it may increases drag and noise, and consequently
fuel expended [11], and a common goal is its minimization.
Figure 1 shows an airflow phenomena over a wing surface
and illustrates the transition from laminar to turbulent flow.
This transition separates laminar flow (which has a more
homogeneous speed profile distribution) from turbulent flows
(which is composed of coherent structures) [12]. An increase in
the turbulent region consequently increases drag on the surface
of the wing.
Some techniques allow study of a flow’s properties by
extracting profile data such as speed and temperature. For
that, large deployments of sensors may require sensors’ inter-
space to be smaller than that of the spatial granularity of the
observed phenomena (for example, of 100 µm or less) and
have high sampling rates (in excess of 10 kHz) [13]. Kasagi
and others [2] surveyed micro flow sensors that attempt to meet
such requirements, for example with sensor arrays. Validations
are usually done offline by analyzing logged data of the
sensors individually connected to channels of an multiplexed
analogue-to-digital converter (ADC) [14]. Moreover, there are
applications that demand real-time data to perform closed loop
actuation for active flow control (AFC), which leads to even
tighter requirements. Cattafesta and others survey actuators for
such scenarios and opportunities for AFC [15].
Based on the above discussion, we state the following
requirements of such a system: (a) Efficient data extraction:
The network infrastructure should allow efficient extraction of
complex information about the phenomena without the need of
centralization and processing of data. (b) Scalable infrastruc-
ture: An increase in sensor count should have minimal impact
on the complexity of architecture (spatial and temporal). (c)
Real time behaviour: The network should be able to respond
in a timely manner, such that actions can be taken based on
the extracted data.
III. RELATED WORK
For its operation, XDense relies on subsets of operating
principles of distinct systems. For example,
our network architecture resembles Array processors [16]
that are widely found in literature and inside industry. This
kind of architecture brings advantages due to its modularity
and scalability (based on regular structures). For example
Geometric-arithmetic Parallel Processor (GAPP) is a parallel
processor with over 10,000 processing elements [17]. It con-
sisted of very simple processing elements (one bit sum only)
to perform matrix operations. Although the interconnection
arrangement is similar to our work, the processing elements
are passive, and are not a network of active programmable
nodes as conceived for our design.
Grid networks of more complex processors have now
become commercially available [18] and allow complex dis-
tributed data processing algorithms to explore the many-core
computational potentials in a transparent way. This Systems-
on-chip (SoC) have proven benefits. Further, they operate
analogous to our sensor network as a whole, except that
its projected to be confined into a single chip, what brings
different limitations and opportunities.
On the other hand, wireless sensor networks (WSN) are
suitable for large scale deployments, and effort have gone
towards minimizing communication by distributively process-
ing data. For example, in [19], the authors explore distributed
data compression. Other works employ techniques that, similar
to the works listed, rely on local communication between
neighbors to detect contours [20]. But wireless sensor nodes
were not designed for the scenarios we are interested in, and
they exceed in complexity, power constraints, size, latency and
overhead, and therefore does not meet the application temporal
requirements.
Closer to our architecture, a multi modal sensor network
was proposed in [21]. It is a sensor network with an embedded
processor dedicated to each sensor node, which communicate
with its surroundings using an infrared transceiver. But, due
to link contentions and collisions, in other words, cost of
communication, their research leans more towards WSNs,
which are not suitable for the applications we are focused on.
IV. XDENSE ARCHITECTURE
The selection of a good topology is a job of fitting network
requirements to available technology. A trade-off between cost
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Fig. 3: State diagram for an XDense node.
and performance should always be considered when specify-
ing many aspects. Considering this, and the requisites from
Section II, we now briefly describe the XDense architecture
and protocols in this section. More detailed explanation can
be found in previous publications [9].
A. Architecture Details
Our architecture consists of a 2D mesh network of sensor
nodes and sinks, with point-to-point wired connections with up
to four neighboring nodes, physically located in four directions
(see Figure 2(b)). Figure 2(a) shows an example scenario of
a 5×5 network (24 nodes and one sink) with the sink located
in the center.
Figure 2(c) shows the main functional blocks of a sensor
node (SN). Each node can be seen as a system on chip (SoC),
with dedicated hardware peripherals and a CPU (µC). The
Switch (Sw) and the Net-Devices (ND) are responsible for
communication on the network, and the Sensor (S) is the
sensing element of each node. Each of these components are
detailed in the following paragraphs.
The network is homogeneous in its components, apart
from the sinks. The sink may have an external link, for
example, to a wireless connection to a supervisory system, or
to a local actuator for closed loop distributed actuation. More
than one sink may be present in the network, with each one
responsible of collecting data from its address region, which
is a configurable system parameter.
At the bottom layer in the node’s architecture (Figure 2(e)),
Net-Devices (ND) connect two distinct nodes. Each node
contains four NDs that connects them to their four immediate
neighbors in the grid. Each ND consists of a full-duplex serial
port , with two output queues (this is discussed later and
are referred as p0 and p1). The switch (Sw) is the interface
between NDs and the application layer. It connects n NDs to
the application and allows individual or parallel access to any
ND. It is able to store and forward packets among NDs without
interference of the application layer.
The µC can be seen as a set of building blocks for
applications (Figure 2(d)). These building blocks or function
modules (FM) implement different functionalities for the net-
work’s operation. There can be two types of FMs: System FMs
that setup essential functionalities, and Application FMs that
implement algorithms specific to an application. One or more
sensors interact with the physical world and are connected
to the µC through it’s analogue-to-digital interface. The µC
should be able to interface with one or more sensors of
different natures, consonant to the application’s monitoring
goal.
B. Operational States
The distributed protocol consists of three operating states
(Figure 3). First the sink floods an Network Discovery (ND)
Fig. 4: XDense network superimposed on the CFD dataset
snapshot from [22], showing clustering for nhops = 1.
packet carrying the system’s settings about sink location (or
packet origin), baudrate, sampling rate, and the functional
modules to be used. After receiving at least one ND packet,
nodes switch to the Data Sharing (DS) state. In the DS state,
SNs continuously sense the environment at the configured
sampling rate, and communicate the sensed values with their
neighborhood (defined by parameter nhops). That is, all SNs
initially send their values in all four directions, which is then
stored and forwarded by the immediate neighboring nodes up
to the nhops distant neighbor. Packets exchanged during this
state are queued in the lower priority queue (p0) of the Net-
device. The naive case is nhops = 0, which is each node
sending data directly to the sink without communicating with
its local neighborhood. Computations are done on collected
data in order to detect it’s characteristics. If the node computes
data of interest it switches to Data Announcement (DA) state.
On switching to the DA state, a node forwards the packet
with information detected towards the closest sink. In turn,
the sink receives data from different origins, allowing it to
reconstruct the observed phenomena with increasing accuracy
and coverage (after each DA reception). Packets exchanged
during this state are queued in the higher priority queue (p1).
V. EVALUATING XDENSE WITH CFD DATA AS INPUT
In order to construct the XDense sensor network we
analyze the performance of the XDense architecture with a
simulation study. We perform two experiments to evaluate
XDense and study its distributed processing capabilities.
In some application scenarios, detecting just the features
of the flow is enough to reach a decision (for example, edges
of a flow in active flow control). As we will show with in-
network feature detection, and the trade-off between different
network configurations. This experiment is static in nature and
analyze only one snapshot of an input phenomena. In the
second experiment, we look at the above application function
with temporal data as input.
A. Input phenomena and performance metrics
We first need to simulate the sensing of a real world
phenomena using our network. We achieve this by performing
a simulation that integrates the network model with compu-
tational fluid dynamics (CFD) data as its input. That is, we
“feed” each sensor of our network with spatial and temporal
data extracted from a reliable representation of a real phenom-
ena using CFD.
For the representative input phenomena, we utilize the
results of a CFD scenario proposed to study a flow that
simulates a planar jet emitting from a nozzle (into a tank filled
with same fluid) [22]. A single time instant snapshot showing
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Fig. 5: Feature detection: (a) Extracted boundary data for nhops = 1, (b) reconstruction of boundary data for the same scenario.
(c) and (d) shows reconstructed data for nhops = 2 and nhops = 4 for comparison.
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Fig. 6: Maximum queue size for nhops = 1 to 4.
the transport of a flow scalar superimposed on the sensor
network is shown in Figure 4. This scenario, and the wing
scenario from Figure 1, present similar mixing phenomena of
laminar and turbulent flows. By using this CFD data as input,
we demonstrate the possibility of detecting application specific
features, such as transition regions, as of common interest in
avionics applications.
We used NS-3 for the implementation and extended it
by developing a module for NoC-like grid networks. We
also implemented the abstraction layers of our communication
protocols and function modules (see Figure 2(c) and 2(d)).
The SN deployment inter-space depends on the minimum
size of the observed phenomena, and therefore has to be
smaller then the minimum turbulent structure size [13]. The
number of sensor nodes are chosen based on the area to be
covered and we use a 101 × 101 − 1 = 10200 SN with one
sink in the center. The baudrate and sensor’s sampling rate are
also based on the application requirements and for this reason
we normalize our temporal results to time slots. We use two
parameters for this. A transmission time slot (TTS) is the time
required to transmit one packet and a sampling time slot (STS)
is the period between two consecutive samples. Prioritized
queues (p0 and p1) allow DA packets to have priority over
DS packets for better response times.
We analyze the performance of XDense in terms of end-
to-end delay, load on the network, queue size and quality of
acquired data, what helps on evaluating dimensioning issues.
B. Feature Detection
In this experiment we use a distributed feature detection
algorithm to detect the transition layer of flows. We use an
image processing based algorithm [23] with this propose. This
is, an FM with a variation of the Sobel [24] operator for edge
detection, which is widely utilized in the image processing
domain. In brief, each node performs a 2-D spatial gradient
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Fig. 7: Trade-off between mean square error and maximum
end-to-end delay for different values of nhops.
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measurement on an image and emphasizes regions of high
spatial frequency that correspond to edges.
A node applies the Sobel operator to its data and checks if
it is above a threshold which defines the sharpness of the edge
that triggers edge detection (as defined by the application). If
an edge is detected, the node uses a FM that performs linear
regression with the neighborhood data. This information is
transmitted to the sink, which is then able to aggregate the
overall scenario with the information received from distinct
regions of the observed phenomena. For reconstructing the
picture of the phenomena, based on the aggregated data, the
sink performs linear interpolation around the center region of
the jet, between the upper and lower limits that define the body
of the flow.
Figure 5 shows the results of feature detection for different
values of nhops. Figure 6 show that the greater the nhops is, the
smaller is the sum of both queues p1 + p2. And from Figure 7
the greater the nhops is, the end-to-end delay is minimum, but
with a cost of resolution, with maximum mean square error
(MSE). There is a trade-off due to loss of high frequency
shapes on the phenomena, like the vortices’s indentations. End-
to-end delay is shown in Figure 8. For nhops = 1, the delay
drops by a factor of 10 when compared to naive scenario,
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which takes 10200 transmission time slots (TTS) for the sink
to receive data from all the nodes. Figure 9 shows the balance
between the total number of packets exchanged during DS and
DA states. By increasing local communication, we decrease
transmissions to the sink, and end-to-end delay.
We can compare our results with Pressure Belt, a master-
slave, shared bus based network proposed in [25], for moni-
toring pressure over an aircraft wing. 1 The authors calculate
the time required to read all the nodes simply as: number of
nodes×packet duration.
Normalizing Pressure Belt results, and considering one
master for each quarter of all nodes, Pressure Belt would
have the same performance of the naive operational scenario
mentioned above, in which all nodes switch to DA state to
announce its own raw reading of its sensors. But, due to
physical and electrical limitations, and due to the maximum
address space, their solution may not be suitable for this
density of nodes. Moreover, their solution was designed for
offline processing, acting as a simple data logger, making it
inapplicable for real-time applications.
C. Realtime sensing
As stated before, the goal of XDense is to sense data in
real time and enable actuation based on that information. We
now extend the previous analysis, which had static input data,
to temporal data.
Figure 10 shows the input phenomena evolution for a
period of 120 samples. Within this period, a turbulence with
vortices emerges in the flow phenomena and our aim in this
experiment is to see the reaction of the network to this data
in real time. Figure 11(a) presents the network activity with
respect to time. The network continuously monitors the evolu-
tion of the flow during this time period. There is an increase
in network activity as the flow becomes more turbulent, but
the steepness is determined by the algorithm and by nhops. A
common pattern of peaks can be identified. This is caused by
nodes reacting similarly to abrupt variations on the input data,
as the appearance of a new vortices’s in the observed area.
Moreover, for a stable system, we have to make sure that one
1Pressure Belt [25] consists of a strip mounted crosswise on the wing
of an aircraft, connected in one extremity to a coordinator, and has an
embedded data-logger situated inside the airplane. It runs over two parallel
full-duplex RS485 shared links, compatible with the IEEE 1451.2 Standard
for a Smart Transducer Interface for Sensors and Actuators. Up to 255 nodes
can communicate at 5 Mbps with packets of 48 bits each. By using a clock
synchronization scheme, time division multiple access (TDMA) is used to
communicate with the nodes.
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Fig. 10: Evolution of input data from (a) t=0 to (b) t=120
sampling time slots (STS).
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Fig. 11: (a) Network activity, shown as number of DAs per
sampling period, over 120 sampling periods, for nhops = 1 to
4. (b) p1 queue sizes distribution for nhops = 1 to 4
entire cycle of DS followed by DAs is contained in between
two sensor samples.
Figure 11(b) shows the distributions of the maximum p1
queue size per sampling period (from t=0 to t=120). Queue
mean size is inversely proportional to the value of nhops,
with more contained variations and bounded behavior with the
growth of nhops.
VI. OBSERVATIONS ON DIMENSIONING XDENSE
Dimensioning is an important issue in designing XDense
and this depends on the application scenario. Issues of network
size, communication rate and node capabilities, functional
modules ideal for a particular application scenario, are all a
part of dimensioning.
Choosing the right FMs is the job of the design engineer
and is highly application dependant. Designers should be
able to design any distributed processing algorithms, with the
premise that local communication costs are much lower than
cost of communicating with the sink. Generic applications
can be developed, for example, to compress data of any kind
using standard lossy/lossless image compression algorithms
like MPEG, to transmit compressed streams of the sampled
data.
Specific application-oriented issues can also be thought of,
for bringing even more performance potentials to this kind of
architecture. Edge detection algorithms allows filtering high
frequency components in space. In fluid dynamics, a flow’s
parameters, like the Reynolds number, could be distributively
inferred based on analysis of the vortex characteristics [26].
VII. CONCLUSION
XDense-like dense sensor networks are going to be increas-
ingly used in application scenarios which require realtime data.
Combined with novel feature detection techniques, systems can
then recreate the phenomena present in the application scenar-
ios, and use this information for realtime actuations. XDense
provides a clean framework for addressing such requirements.
We evaluated the XDense architecture and protocols with
metrics on accuracy, timeliness and network usage and showed
the tradeoffs that have to be made among the system parame-
ters. It is important to further understand the underlying issues
that affect the performance of XDense. Dimensioning XDense
concerns issues such as node density and neighborhood size for
information sharing. Also, the implemented function modules
affect performance of the system and depend closely on the
application scenario.
As stated initially, the protocols were not the focus of
the paper and the aim was to demonstrate the suitability of
the architecture for realising a practical testbed. The chosen
application scenario will dictate the actual protocols used and
will be the focus of future work.
It is important to note that the simplicity of the architec-
ture allows for practical construction of such networks using
currently available technology. The simulations in this work
establishes the competence of XDense and our next step is
developing a prototype for experimental evaluation. A low-
cost solution was developed with COTS microcontrollers, with
preliminary results were presented in [8].
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